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                                PDF Text Editing with Existing Format
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...have a PDF file that needs some changes to its text. 

The specific requirements include:
- Modifying the existing text: Certain sections of the text need to be updated lightly, but these changes should not alter the current format. Essentially, the text modifications need to keep the same font, size, and color as the initial content.

The ideal candidate for this job:
- Should have experience with PDF editing tools and comfortable working with text modifications. 
- Should be meticulous in maintaining the existing formatting, ensuring that the adjustments are seamless and do not disrupt the original structure. 
- Previous experience with similar projects will be a big plus. 

Please note that, while not included in the initial request, t...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Editing
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $144
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $144
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            71 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PDF Installation Manual Update
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...a 30-page PDF Installation Manual. The main focus here is on adding new sections and content to the manual. 

Key Requirements:
- Enhancing the visual elements of the manual is also crucial. For this, you must:
  - Update existing diagrams
  - Add new images or diagrams
  - Improve the overall layout and design

The current PDF Installation Manual was created using Adobe InDesign. As such, proficiency in this software is a necessity to complete this task. 

Ideal skills for this project include:
- Proficiency in Adobe InDesign
- Previous experience in creating technical manuals or documents
- Strong eye for detail and design
- Ability to effectively communicate complex information in a simple, understandable way
- Experience...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Adobe InDesign
                        
                            Brochure Design
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            PDF
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                $33 - $272
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                Sealed
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $33 - $272
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            22 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Quick book Data Entry
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a detail-oriented freelancer for single-page online form data entry tasks, inputting directly into an Excel spreadsheet. 

- Efficient single-page form filling 
- Transcribing information accurately
- Excel proficiency required 
- Experience with data cleanup a plus

Ideal candidate should have a keen eye for detail and a proven track record of error-free data entry.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Web Search
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $30 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $30 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            50 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Real-time Binance Data Bypass in Excel
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Utilizing my knowledge of Excel and APIs, I need a freelancer to exceed Power Query's data size limitations. This is to compile a list of 266 pairs from Binance, which will be sent to you. The final output must:

- Bypass Power Query's current limitation from 1000 to 2584.
- Arrange the pairs in order of their price.

Your solution will enable real-time updates of this data in Excel. It would be beneficial if you have previous experience managing API calls and dealing with large data sets in Excel. Proficiency in real-time data extraction and handling is also crucial.

need it fast around 7 Hours not more then this, i had the excel to work on just make this on ne...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Algorithm
                        
                            C++ Programming
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $23
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $23
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            7 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                QR-Based Digital Menu with POS Integration
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We aim to create a digital menu for my restaurant that operates through QR scanning and integrates seamlessly with a comprehensive POS system.

**Key Features:**
1. **QR Scanning:** Customers can access our digital menu by scanning a QR code at the restaurant.
2. **POS System Integration:** Orders can be created directly from the counter system.

**POS System Requirements:**
- **Real-time Inventory Management:** Instant monitoring of stock levels for efficient operations.
- **Customer Relationship Management:** Understanding and meeting customer preferences and needs.
- **Sales Reporting and Analytics:** Informed decision-making and strategic planning.

**Payment Options:** The system should support both cash and credit/debit card payments for customer convenience.

**Additio...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Android
                        
                            C# Programming
                        
                            Mobile App Development
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $505
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $505
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            75 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Automated Closet and Kitchen Design Software Based on Room Dimensions
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Description:
We need to develop a software application that automatically generates design options for organized closets and kitchens based on the room dimensions (length and width) and shape provided by the user.

Requirements:

User Interface:
User should be able to input room measurements (length and width) in feet or meters.
User should be able to select the room shape (rectangular, L-shaped, etc.).
Optionally, fields to input additional details like doors, windows, protrusions, etc.
Calculations and Constraints:
Define standard rules for closet and kitchen design (minimum space for doors, hanging rod heights, shelf depths, etc.).
Calculate the available area for the closet/kitchen after subtracting spaces occupied by doors, windows, etc.
Design Algor...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Artificial Intelligence
                        
                            Java
                        
                            Python
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                            User Interface / IA
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $214
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $214
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            75 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Custom Student Information System for School District
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I am seeking an experienced developer to create a comprehensive student information system tailored to the needs of our large school district. 

Key Features:
- Attendance Tracking: The system must have a robust attendance tracking feature that allows for easy data entry and reporting.
- Grade Management: A reliable grade management system is vital to this project. It should support inputting, calculating and tracking student grades.
- Parent Portal: A secure and user-friendly parent portal is required to keep parents informed about their child's academic progress and any other relevant school information.

Additional Details:
- Our school district has more than 1000 students, therefore the system must be able to handle a...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            Mobile App Development
                        
                            MySQL
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                            Software Development
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $12338
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $12338
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            30 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Configuration of MailWizz to Send Personalized emails in Bulk
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Set up MailWizz and run several tests to verify that bulk sending emails is working properly. The personalization of emails consists in include information extracted from the Excel file (MailWizz ) and insert it into the text of the email (MailWizz Test )

Likewise, the freelancer will teach how it works to be able to carry out the next campaigns autonomously. To do this, the freelancer will make a video tutorial.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Bulk Marketing
                        
                            Email Campaign
                        
                            Mailwizz
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $38
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $38
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            6 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Batch Scanning Tool Development
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a seasoned developer to create a custom scanning tool that can handle batch scanning for a significant volume of documents, around 50k pages in total. The software should be able to:

- Support Automatic Document Feeder (ADF) scanners: The tool should be compatible with ADF scanners, as this is the type I intend to use for this project. 
- Split and save scanned documents: After scanning, the software should be able to detect page separators and automatically split the documents. It should then save each document as a separate PDF file.
- Naming convention: The tool should name each scanned file using a code found on the first page of the document. The naming should be automated and not require user intervention.
-...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Software Development
                        
                            VB.NET
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $149
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $149
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            6 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Personal Assistant for a Multi-faceted Creative Professional
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Location: Houston, Texas or Remote
Hours: 11 AM to 7 PM CST
Monday to Saturday 

Job Overview:

We are seeking a highly organized and proactive Personal Assistant to support a dynamic professional with a rich background in graphic design, web development, and marketing management. This role is perfect for someone who thrives in a fast-paced environment and is adept at juggling multiple tasks seamlessly. The ideal candidate will have a strong background in administrative duties, with a keen eye for detail and a passion for the creative industry. Your role will be pivotal in managing day-to-day operations, freeing up time for the creative professional to focus on strategic tasks.

Key Responsibilities:

• Manage and organize...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Communications
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Research
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                            WordPress
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $659
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $659
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            75 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data entry
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Looking for a skilled freelancer to efficiently transfer 500 questions from Microsoft Word to an Excel spreadsheet. This task requires precision and attention to detail. If you have experience with data entry and are proficient in both Word and Excel, we'd like to hear from you. This is a straightforward project with clear instructions, offering flexibility and a competitive rate. Join our team and help us streamline our data management process.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Copy Typing
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Powerpoint
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $18
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $18
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            58 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                National Dentist Email Marketing List Building
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a freelancer who has a vast list of verified dentist emails. This list should include the individual's name, company name, city, email address, and phone number. My main goal for this project is to utilize this list for a national level marketing outreach. 

Ideal Skills and Experience:
- Proven experience in Email List Building, particularly in the dental industry.
- Strong attention to detail to ensure the validity and quality of the email list.
- Ability to work efficiently and deliver the list in an Excel spreadsheet format.

Please only apply if you have a pre-existing, substantial list of dentist emails. The quality of the contacts is crucial for the success of my marketing campaign.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Bulk Marketing
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Email Marketing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Leads
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $125
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $125
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            35 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Custom-Built Informational Web Development
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...website tailored to my specifications. The project will involve creating an informational website incorporating several features. Here are the specifics:

Custom Functionality:
• Informational pages - The backbone and main focus of my site. 

Site Features:
• About Us section - This will provide visitors with a comprehensive view of what my business is about.
• Team Bios - I want a section where information about the people behind the business can be displayed.
• FAQ - A section that will detail answers to frequently asked questions will be required. 

Ideal Skills and Experience:
For this project, you should excel in custom-built web development, have an understanding of infopages design, and be able to build robust FAQ and Bio sec...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            CSS
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $20
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $20
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            7 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PDF Edits for Consulting Company
                            
                        

                        9 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Hi Wahdin,

As we spoke on my other account, here is the PDF I need assistance with. Instructions in the Word Doc.


                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Brochure Design
                        
                            Covers & Packaging
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $20
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $20
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            1 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Inventory Data VLOOKUP Assistance
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm currently working with two Excel sheets for inventory data. I need help with applying VLOOKUP functions to these sheets. 

I need the correct formula to lookup the Sheet 1 Column A data, in Sheet 2 Column B, and apply Sheet 2 Column B data in Sheet 1 Column B - please see attached. 

Key Requirements:
- Understand and implement VLOOKUP formula to connect data between the two sheets.
- Ensure the VLOOKUP function is working correctly and efficiently.

Ideal Skills and Experience:
- Proficiency in Excel functions, particularly VLOOKUP.
- Prior experience working with Inventory data is a plus.
- Attention to detail and accuracy in data manipulation.
  
Please reach out if y...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                            Visual Basic for Apps
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $33
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $33
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            23 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel/Word Conversion to Printable Directory
                            
                        

                        20 hours left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...converting various Excel, Word, and PDF documents, making up a total of 32 pages, into a comprehensive and printable directory. Here's what would make you a great fit for this:

- Proficiency in data entry and conversion between formats.
- Strong skills in Excel, Word, and creating PDFs. 
- Experience in building and formatting directories.
- A track record of delivering high-quality, print-ready documents.

Key Tasks Include:
- Collation and organization of information from different files.
- Conversion of these files into a uniform, printable PDF.
- Quality checks to ensure formatting remains consistent and ready for print.

Please bear in mind, the final directory is not intended to be searchable...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $196
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                Urgent
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $196
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            84 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Do some data entry 
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We have a couple of promotions we are pushing in Denmark, and I want some data entry freelancer to go through the offers, some email/phone submissions, others zip code submissions and others credit card offers
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Google Sheets
                        
                            Virtual Assistant Solutions (Alexa, Google, Siri, Home Kit, Cortana)
                        
                            Web Search
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $94
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $94
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            42 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Chrome Extension for Word Count
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking to have a Chrome extension developed that will help me with word count for multiple types of documents.

- The extension needs to be able to count words in PDF files, Word documents, and txt files etc...API is 
- It should work for multiple attachments at once, allowing me to easily calculate the total word count for a batch of files.

Ideal skills for this project include experience in Chrome extension development and API integration. The freelancer should be familiar with working with different document formats and have a good understanding of word count algorithms.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            C++ Programming
                        
                            Google Chrome
                        
                            Java
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $254
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $254
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            66 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                VR Education for School Students
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...AR VR developer who can create an engaging Virtual Reality (VR) project for educational purposes. The main objective of the project is to enhance learning experiences for school students. 

Key Responsibilities:
- Creating an interactive and immersive VR environment
- Developing educational content tailored for school students
- Ensuring the project is engaging and user-friendly
- Implementing features that will help in the learning process

Ideal candidate:
- Proven experience with VR development
- Strong background in creating educational content
- Familiarity with creating user-friendly VR environments 
- Ability to develop interactive features
- Understanding of the needs and preferences of school students

Please apply if you are confident in...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            AR / VR 3D Asset
                        
                            C# Programming
                        
                            Unity 3D
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $30080
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $30080
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            1 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data Entry from Scanned Docs
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I require a professional with a meticulous eye for detail and proficiency in spreadsheet tools, such as Excel, to handle my data entry project. The data, which needs to be manually inputted, will be derived from scanned documents. Your role will primarily involve re-typing the content into neat and orderly spreadsheets.
 
Ideal skills that you must possess include:

- Speed and accuracy in typing
- Proficiency in data entry and management
- A keen eye for spotting errors or inconsistencies
- Familiarity with spreadsheet tools like Excel
- Ability to handle confidential information if it arises

Your previous experience with similar projects will be a definite advantage. Kindly ensure you include it ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Copy Typing
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $142
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $142
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            63 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                India Classifieds Database with Categories -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            i want some one who has a classifieds database or website with below data 

1 - categories and subcategories
2- filter and sub filters

For example
property - house, land, apartment 
phone - 1) android 2) ios  filters  under them 1)ram 2)rom 3)colour  under that filters ram 4 to 16 gb  ,rom 4 to 16 gb and colour black,white ,red

like that below example with different categories 
property ,cars, bikes, furniture , jobs etc ................. 

need data in excel
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Classifieds Posting
                        
                            Database Administration
                        
                            MySQL
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $17
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $17
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            7 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Expert Needed for Customizing a Fillable PDF Form
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for an Adobe expert who can assist in updating a fillable PDF form. The form is intended to be a part of a digital product, so it is crucial for it to be highly user-friendly and professional-looking.

Key Responsibilities:
- Adding new fields to the form
- Modifying existing fields to ensure accuracy and relevance
- Changing the layout/design to improve the overall user experience

Experience in Adobe Acrobat Professional or similar software is a must. I'm particularly interested in your previous work in customizing PDF forms. Please make sure to include these details in your application.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Adobe InDesign
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            PDF
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $35 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $35 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            51 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Printed Document Text Data Entry
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I have a significant amount of text data from printed documents that needs to be entered into a database. The data is in English and includes a range of information from various sources.

Ideal Skills and Experience:
- Proficient in English
- Experience with data entry
- Accuracy and attention to detail
- Familiarity with database systems

Please include in your proposal:
- Your relevant experience
- Your approach to ensuring accuracy in data entry
- Your estimated time to complete the task
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtual Assistant
                        
                            Web Search
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $32 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $32 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            56 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    










                                We need a full-width custom Wordpress layout for a local Law Firm
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...mockup only (winning entry must submit layered PSD file, fonts used, and images used for the design)


This site is for a law firm that serves clients throughout the United States and focuses on health care law, corporate law, financing law, oil & gas law, litigation, etc…


There will not be e-commerce on this site. Please, do not include e-commerce features in the design.


Logo will be included in Files


The primary colors for the design will be: 363333, 949495,  d7d8da, f3f3f3, ffffff, c7a340
* Please keep the gold to a minimum


Header hero area will be a static image, please use an image like the ones included (jpeg files included)


Highlights: The sections should be About, Attorneys, Careers, and Practice Areas (This should just be a butto...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Adobe XD
                        
                            CSS
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Webflow
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $167
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                Guaranteed
                            
                            
                                Sealed
                            
                            
                            
                                NDA
                            
                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $167
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            1 entries

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Enter now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                NinjaTrader 8 Customization
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...seeking a NinjaTrader 8 expert to customize my platform by coding indicators, backtesting strategies, and automating the trading process. 

Key Requirements:
- Coding Indicators: I need assistance in generating trade signals. This would involve creating custom indicators that can accurately predict market movements.
- Backtesting Strategies: The freelancer should help in developing strategies that will be tested against historical data to determine their effectiveness.
- Automating Trading: The goal is to automate the trading system using NinjaTrader 8. This would involve setting up the platform to execute trades based on the signals generated.

Specifics:
- The trade signal generation should be primarily based on technical indicators. Pl...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            C++ Programming
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $731
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $731
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            40 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Financial Data Visualization in Excel
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need assistance with Excel, specifically with its worksheet formatting feature. My main goal is to create tables and charts to visually represent my financial data. The perfect freelancer for this job should have extensive experience in data visualization, especially when it comes to:

Creating accurate formulas
displaying in a clean manner
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Statistics
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $184
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $184
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            72 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Text-Based Data Entry to Database
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I am seeking a skilled data entry professional to input text-based data from electronic files (PDF, Word, etc.) into a database format, specifically SQL or NoSQL.

Key Requirements:
- Proficiency in data entry tools and software
- Ability to accurately transfer data from various electronic files to a database
- Understanding of SQL or NoSQL for accurate formatting
- Attention to detail to avoid errors in data entry

The ideal candidate will be able to efficiently and accurately migrate the text data into the database, ensuring that all relevant information from the source files is accurately represented. A background in data entry or database ma...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Database Development
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            SQL
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $671
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $671
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            39 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PNG & Adobe Photoshop Artwork Creation
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            As an experienced graphics designer, I need your help to create PNG and Adobe Photoshop artworks strictly for print designs. These designs must align with the specifics in the artwork samples that will be provided. 
Experience with color matching is a prerequisite since the color scheme should strictly adhere to the provided samples. 
The sizes and dimensions for each design will be given in an attached excel file, and I require the artworks to follow these exact measurements. 
Bullet points:
- Print design expertise 
- Excellent color matching skill 
- Ability to adhere to specific dimension requirements in artworks 
- Proficient in PNG and Adobe Photoshop

Bid you price for all 6 designs together.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logo Design
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                            Photoshop Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $43
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $43
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            62 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Detailed Excel Listing for Personal Contacts
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a freelancer with outstanding Excel skills to compile a comprehensive list for personal contacts. The required data for each contact includes: 

- Name 
- Address
- Phone number 

It's essential to meticulously organize and enter the required data into the spreadsheet. Precise attention to detail is crucial to ensure no errors are made when adding the details. While there isn't a specific order for the data I will provide you with, I expect clear and uncluttered presentation will be kept as a consistent standard. The ideal freelancer should have: 

- Proven experience with data entry 
- Keen attention to detail 
- Excellent organizational skills 
- Proficient Skills in Microsoft ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Research
                        
                            Web Search
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $112
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $112
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            102 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel Dashboard for Financial Tracking
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for a skilled freelancer who can develop a comprehensive Excel dashboard for tracking financial performance. This will primarily involve creating charts and visual representations of the following data:

- Sales Data
- Expenses Data
- Profit Data

The main purpose of this dashboard is to facilitate easy tracking and visualization of our financial performance. 

Ideally, successful freelancers will have: 

- Relevant experience creating Excel dashboards for financial tracking
- A deep understanding of accounting principles
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Accounting
                        
                            Business Analysis
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Financial Analysis
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $191
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $191
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            67 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                AutoCAD 2022 Detailed Architectural Dimensions Entry
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We are looking for the Software or development pers...end software for us which content Parameters of the AutoCAD Designs..

Step 1 : Required Data Entry into Software
Step 2: Validation as per the Backend Mapping Algorithm
Step 3 : once complete all the required data on click submit.. .DWG file format will create and design will open in AutoCAD for further changes..

I'm seeking a skilled professional to enter architectural dimensions data into AutoCAD 2022 designs. The drawings must be detailed and precise, rather than basic outlines. Successful completion of this project requires extensive knowledge of AutoCAD, specifically the 2022 version, and experience with architectural drawings. High attention to detail is essential for ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            AutoCAD
                        
                            CAD/CAM
                        
                            Drafting
                        
                            Software Architecture
                        
                            Software Development
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $6280
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                                Local
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $6280
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            2 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Handwritten Document Data Entry-About 60 Entries-Rapid Turn around
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I have less than five pages containing the names of people who have signed up for petition. Each entry has first name, last name, email, mobile, zip code.

Need all of these entries entered into the website below. Once you enter one entry you have to refresh your page in order to be able to enter the other one after clicking that you are not previous entry.

Some entries will be difficult to decipher the handwriting. Best guess is acceptable.

Can you turn around rapidly in the next few hours.


                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Copy Typing
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $154
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $154
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            66 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Jasper Projects Rendering
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            As a client, I'm looking for an experienced Java developer to render a number of Jasper projects from JRXML files, into the .Jasper format.

Key requirements:

- Should have the JRXML source files ready 
- Must render these JRXML files to .Jasper format
- Ensure the final .Jasper files are loadable onto the Jasper server
- Knowledge on Java and JasperReports Library 
- Ability to work efficiently and timely.

No specific rendering format is requested (PDF, Excel, Word), as long as the end result is a .Jasper file. This may be an ongoing project since we often need these kinds of services. Therefore, reliability, efficiency, and clear communication skills are also ideal for this project.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Java
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $50
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $50
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            32 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Urgent Virtual Assistant for Administrative Tasks -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...experienced virtual assistant to help me with a variety of administrative tasks. You'll be in charge of several key areas:

- Email Management: The ideal candidate should be familiar with organizing and managing an email inbox in a professional and efficient manner.

- Scheduling Appointments: The ability to coordinate busy schedules and set appointments is crucial for this role. 

- Data Entry: Efficient and accurate data entry skills are required.

The successful applicant needs to be adept at using Google Calendar, as this will be the main tool used for scheduling and organizing tasks. I need to start this project as soon as possible, so immediate availability is highly appreciated. If you have solid virtual a...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Customer Support
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtual Assistant
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $30 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $30 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            96 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Real-time Binance Data Bypass in Excel
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Utilizing my knowledge of Excel and APIs, I need a freelancer to exceed Power Query's data size limitations. This is to compile a list of 266 pairs from Binance, which will be sent to you. The final output must:

- Bypass Power Query's current limitation from 1000 to 2584.
- Arrange the pairs in order of their price.

Your solution will enable real-time updates of this data in Excel. It would be beneficial if you have previous experience managing API calls and dealing with large data sets in Excel. Proficiency in real-time data extraction and handling is also crucial.

need it fast around 2 Hours not more then this, i had the excel to work on just make this on ne...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Algorithm
                        
                            C++ Programming
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $28
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $28
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            14 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Web Data to Excel via PHP
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a developer to help me transform the tables on my web platform into a downloadable Excel sheet. This needs to be done in a way that the Excel sheet maintains the same order and all data fields as seen on our website. 

Job requirements:
- Extract all data fields from our websites data tables
- Develop a downloadable Excel sheet functionality for each table
- Ensure the data maintains the same order as on the website
- Use PHP and Javascript languages

Key details:
- Users are expected to download updates on-demand
- The Excel sheet should be styled to match the website's design 

I'm looking for a developer who is proficient in both PHP and Javascript and h...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                            PHP
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $40 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $40 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            147 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data entry to a spreadsheet - source data is PDF files and a txt file
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for a skilled freelancer who can help in entering text data from PDF files and images. 

There are 60 rows of text, I need to add columns that contain the details from PDF files.  This needs to be done now immediately.  I will provide an example.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $32
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $32
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            158 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Proficient Virtual Assistant & Web Developer
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...handling research and data entry tasks. 

Here are some specific tasks that I would be needing help with:
- Email Management/Scheduling: Streamline correspondence and sort schedule to improve efficiency.
- Website Maintenance & Updates: Regular updating and maintenance of the website for smooth operations.
- Research and Data Entry: Conduct necessary research and encode accurate data.

Additionally, I need someone who can proficiently handle incoming calls for me. This entails:
- Taking and organising messages.
- Transferring calls to respective individuals.
- Handling basic inquiries professionally and efficiently.

Lastly, the ideal candidate will have a background in web development. Proficiency in the following areas...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            jQuery / Prototype
                        
                            Mobile App Development
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                            WordPress
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $42 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $42 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            88 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Web Page Input Automation with VB.Net
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need assistance with automating input into a web page using VB.Net (or C# with Visual Studio 2017 or higher). I have a mostly working sample in VB.Net, but I am struggling with automating the entry of an antenna type, which is facilitated by a dropdown menu. The specifics of my requirements are as follows:

- Web Browser: The automation should be compatible with either Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge.
- Handling Dynamic Elements: I am not positive about the need for the automation to handle dynamic web page elements. This will require some assessment or flexibility in the solution.

The ideal freelancer for this project should have:
- Proficiency in VB.Net or C# with Visual Studio 2017 or higher.
- Experience with web page automation.
- Knowledge of aut...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            .NET
                        
                            ASP.NET
                        
                            C# Programming
                        
                            VB.NET
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $279
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $279
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            42 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Website Alignment and Form Fix
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need a skilled web developer who can quickly fix ...logo is misplaced and the navigation menu is misaligned, so these need to be corrected. 
- Adjust website spacing: The alignment issues are affecting the overall spacing of the site.
- Optimize for mobile and tablet: Ensure that all changes made improve the site's performance and appearance on these devices.
- Work on the "Get A Quote" form: I need you to add or remove fields, make design or layout changes, and improve the overall functionality of the form.

Ideal skills for this job include:
- Proficient in web development
- Strong experience in responsive design
- Expertise in HTML, CSS, and possibly JavaScript
- Previous experience with form customization and opti...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            CSS
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $45
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $45
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            92 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Real-Time Stock Retrieval from site
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...solution to fetch real-time stock prices from the National Stock Exchange (NSE). The fetched data should populate in an Excel spreadsheet and refresh every second. 

Key Responsibilities:

- Scrutinize the dedicated NSE platform to fetch live stock prices
- Develop a method to automate data update in Excel every second

Mandatory Skills:

- Proficiency in Excel, with particular emphasis on data extraction and automation
- Knowledge and experience of the NSE online system
- Familiarity with automatic data retrieval and real-time updating

This project must maintain a high standard of accuracy, as any mistakes could lead to misinformed financial decisions. Hence, meticulousness in d...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Excel VBA
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Python
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $24
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $24
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            14 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Create Fillable Standard PDFs
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I have a set of standard PDF forms that I need to be made fillable. The forms primarily contain text fields and checkboxes. After the user fills out the form, I would like the system to prompt the user to save the filled form, and then also have the option to email the filled form.

I'm looking for a freelancer who has experience in creating fillable PDF forms. The ideal candidate should:
- Be proficient in Adobe Acrobat or similar software for creating fillable PDFs
- Have a solid understanding of form field types and their functionality
- Be able to implement the save and email functionalities upon form completion 

If you have experience creating similar forms and are confident in...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Adobe InDesign
                        
                            Adobe LiveCycle Designer
                        
                            Electronic Forms
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            PHP
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $45
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $45
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            55 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel Data Importing Specialist Needed
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of an Excel professional who can assist with a small project. This project requires a high level of proficiency with importing data into Excel and working with texts. Your task will primarily involve:

- Creating an excel sheet with less than 10 columns and rows
- Making sure the sheet is well-organized for data importing
- Importing a specific set of text data into the sheet

Ideal candidates would have a strong grasp of Excel and experience with data importing particularly. Familiarity with text data and efficient organization of smaller Excel sheets is a must. Your knack for making sense out of data will make you the perfect fit for this project.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Data Processing
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                            WordPress
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $84 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $84 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            15 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Word to Database Data Entry
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need a data entry expert to transpose textual data from word documents into a database system. The data is ready for immediate start and the project will ideally suit someone with solid experience in data entry, particularly with word and MySQL or SQLServer.

The ideal candidate for this job should:

- Have proven experience with data entry.
- Be proficient with Word documents.
- Have working knowledge of database systems especially MySQL or SQLServer.
- Be detail-oriented and accurate.

Note that this is not a one-time job, as more projects of similar nature are lined up. Therefore, demonstrating good performance might lead to more future collaborations.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Database Administration
                        
                            Database Development
                        
                            MySQL
                        
                            SQL
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $32 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $32 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            54 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Experienced Virtual Assistant Needed
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...Tasks: Your responsibilities would include email management, data entry, and calendar management, so a high level of competence in these areas is essential.
- Communication: It's preferable if you're comfortable in using slack, email, project management software, and video conferencing tools. This will be our main mode of assigning and discussing tasks. 
- Skills: The ideal candidate will have prior experience as a virtual assistant, outstanding organizational skills, and attention to detail. Familiarity with Google Suite and project management platforms will be highly regarded. 
- Location: You can be located anywhere, as long as you have strong English skills and the ability to attend video meetings as required.  

This role will be ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Customer Service
                        
                            Customer Support
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            General Office
                        
                            Virtual Assistant
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $8 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $8 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            23 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Personal Finance Tracking and Analysis
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...bookkeeper to create a detailed spreadsheet for my personal income and expenses for 2023. The dataset should include: income source, expense type, description, amount, and the date of each transaction.

Key Tasks:
- Suggest categories for income sources and expense types based on my lifestyle and spending patterns.
- Ensure precise documentation of each financial transaction.
- Offer insights on spending trends and potential savings.

Ideal Skills & Experience:
- Proven experience in personal finance management or accounting.
- Proficiency in Excel or other spreadsheet software.
- Strong analytical skills, and attention to detail.
- Experience in creating custom income and expense categories.
- Financial advisory experience is a bonus...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Accounting
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Finance
                        
                            Financial Research
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $202
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $202
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            40 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Create a database for logged in users
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I have a profile page for logged in users, and he needs to sign up for some preferences. The code will be in HTML - I need it to be saved in the database and integrated into my website on the individual profile page.

The code model is this: 
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            CSS
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            MySQL
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Website Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $45
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $45
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            77 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PDF Conversion to Multiple Formats
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We need multi invoices and receipts separated as single PDF's from one main PDF file. We need this done correctly and quickly.

Budget $100
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Entry
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $147
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $147
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            123 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Remove logo from PDF document
                            
                        

                        6 days left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFIED
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Hello. I have a 300 page document. There are 2x logos on each. We need them removed please
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logo Design
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $37
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $37
                                                                    
                                        Avg Bid                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            160 bids

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bid now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    




                                Unique Abstract Business Logo Creation
                            
                        

                        2 days left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ***EDIT*** To further clarify - I am not trying to redesign the existing "logo", rather I am looking for an "Icon" that can go along with the brand. Basically like an icon that would be used for an app icon or something like that .***

I'm in need of a savvy designer who can create an abstract and creative brand logo for my existing enterprise. The logo should embody the heart and soul of our brand, reflecting our unique spirit in an engaging and compelling way. While color preferences were not specified, your expert input will be appreciated on what would work best within the parameters of an abstract design.

I want it to FEEL like the logo really embodies the brand.

We are a software platform that leverages data ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Graphic Design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logo Design
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                            Photoshop Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $42
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                Guaranteed
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $42
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            121 entries

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Enter now                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
    


                
            

            
                
        Showing 1 to 50 of 2,000 entries
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